be slid Figure 15 ; Again if the first thing the horse feels of the syringe is contact with the lips in an upwards direction they will not only find this aversive but if they throw their head back it will be impossible to keep the syringe in contact with the lips -negatively reinforcing the unwanted behaviour 89x96mm (220 x 220 DPI) 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 When you get to the lips angle it forwards and press the syringe down onto the lower lip, you can rotate your hand round so that the syringe points backwards and it will naturally slide back to sit on the tongue. Note in this scenario the horse has not lifted its head; if it were to, however, you would have a good change of keeping the syringe in contact with the lips. You could then remove the syringe once the head was still (reinforcing the behaviour of head still rather than throwing the head back) and start to slide down again from the cheek.
89x71mm (220 x 220 DPI) In Practice MCQs -Gemma Pearson Managing the difficult horse 1) Non Associative Learning: a. Helps increase an animals predictability of the environment b. Helps increase an animals controllability of the environment c. Explains how animals become sensitised or desensitised to a stimulus d. Is an example of a higher learning process horses are not capable of 2) Which of the following scenario correctly describes negative reinforcement a. Striking a horse that bites someone to discourage it from biting again in the future b. Releasing the pressure on the lead rope when the horse steps forward if it was refusing to walk into an exam room c. Removal of feed from a horse that is pawing to discourage the behaviour d. Clicker training the horse to tolerate injections 3) Which of the following scenarios correctly describes positive reinforcement a. Striking a horse that bites someone to discourage it from biting again in the future b. Releasing the pressure on the lead rope when the horse steps forward if it was refusing to walk into an exam room c. Removal of feed from a horse that is pawing to discourage the behaviour d. Clicker training the horse to tolerate injections 4) What is the most likely explanation for a horse kicking out when you go to lift a limb a. The horse perceives you touching the leg to be aversive and kicking out has been negatively reinforced as it removes contact with your hand. b. The horse is naughty, he is obviously trying it on as he is fine with the farrier c. The horse has never been taught good manners and pushes his owner around so he simply does not know any better. d. The horse does not respect you, he is obviously trying to be dominant and so requires firm but fair handling.
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